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Cork cells under a microscope, from Robert
Hooke’s ‘Micrographia’, 1665 

(see ‘Notes from the Chair’, p. 3)
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  Notes from the Chair   

In my family, Fall is the season where everything
starts over again. I took a quick count of my
closest relatives up, down, and across the family
tree, finding seven teachers of various stripes. So,
this is the time of year when we all gear up for
new people and new ventures. And there is plenty
that’s new here in the Department of History and
Philosophy of Medicine to greet the season. Last
spring in the department newsletter, I described
the reorganization of our historical collections,
creating a new position for a Special Collections
Librarian. This position has just been filled, with
Emma Malinee arriving in town the first week of
August. A graduate of the MLIS program at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Emma brings
experience at a top program in history of
medicine and has worked with rare texts under
the tutorship of some of the nation’s most
accomplished rare books experts. We are excited
to welcome her as new custodian and advocate
for the many invaluable texts in the Clendening
Library of the History of Medicine, which
document the development of medical
knowledge and practice over centuries. It is a
great storehouse of evidence from the quest to
understand the human body in its many variations
and vulnerabilities and the desire to secure the
means to restore it.

If you haven’t met Emma yet, or have not visited
the Clendening, take the opportunity in May
2024, when you can join us at the annual meeting
of the American Association of the History of
Medicine here in Kansas City. A highlight of the
meeting will be the Garrison Lecture delivered by
Johanna Schoen. Johanna has been producing
absolutely timely and vital scholarship. This will
be an enlivening and enlightening talk, and we
have a lovely venue for this keynote address.

The Medical Center recently built a new health
education building housed in a gorgeous glass
cube. The upper floors of the building hold a
laboratory for clinical simulation exercises and
dozens of small seminar and study rooms. We will
be on the ground floor in a vast ballroom-size
lecture space holding more than 400 people seated
at tables and chairs in a circle surrounding the
speaker. Screens on each side project the slides. It
feels like an empowering space for audience and
speaker alike, a bit more like a rally than a lecture.

Following the Garrison lecture, we will spill out
from the hall into a reception spread out along the
building’s tiered three atriums, flowing up onto a
wide pedestrian bridge that connects to the main
medical center. The bridge doubles as socializing
and conversation space with couches and small
clustered seating areas. Historians of medical
history will be especially well prepared to
appreciate a number of original art works
commissioned for the atriums, which were
developed from images in the rare books of the
Clendening collections. See if you can spot the
cork cells from Robert Hooke’s Micrographia.

Chris Crenner, MD, PhD
Professor and Chair
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   Miscellany  
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Clendening Fellows Project Update
As our fellows settle into the second year of
medical school, they juggle heavy academic
responsibilities with those of their research
projects. Two 2023-2024 fellows, Tarik Aginar
and Kristen Khoang, discussed the status of their
projects after a summer of hard work and some
unexpected obstacles. 

Tarik’s project, inspired by his Igbo and
Ethiopian roots, focuses on a rich alternative to
Western biomedicine: dibia, Igbo healers. He
primarily wanted to examine ideas of “healing,
disease and illness, and treatment” because often,
dibia and their patients believe that “physical
ailments have a spiritual counterpart as well.”

A significant obstacle Tarik encountered,
however, was that dibia are very protective about
their practices, which have been passed down
over the ages. One of his contacts recommended
that Tarik dig into his own family history, which
proved fruitful. His next steps will involve
reaching out to dibia in his ancestral village and
preparing to dive much deeper into his roots than
previously planned.

Another fellow, Kristen Khoang, also sought to
examine her roots. Kristen is Vietnamese, and
wanted to examine the barriers that HIV patients
face in Kansas City as well as Vietnam. IRB
approval overseas proved difficult, however, so
when Kristen performed clinical work in
Vietnam over the summer, she could not
complete her interviews with providers as
planned.

After brainstorming with her mentor, Dr. Matt
Shoemaker in Infectious Disease, Kristen has
shifted her focus to the Kansas City arm of her
project. She looks forward to learning about
provider perspectives here at KUMC and at local
free clinics, with hopes to complete her work
abroad later. Kristen and Tarik, as well as their
peers, join the rich tradition of their Clendening
fellows (and researchers broadly) in learning that
one of the most important research skills is
embracing, if not expecting, the unexpected.

Aroog Khaliq, M3, CSF Coordinator 2023

Ralph Hermon Major Luncheon Series
The Major Luncheon Series featured two speakers
for the spring of 2023. In March, Dr. Dan
Hinthorn presented: "The Impact of International
Physicians on Research, Education, and Clinical
Infectious Diseases in Kansas and Beyond." Dr.
Hinthorn has surely been a mainstay of KUMC
throughout several decades. Throughout his long
tenure, he has worn many hats including those of
clinician, educator, and researcher. He cultivated
innumerable friendships among his colleagues
including several international physicians who all
made remarkable contributions to our knowledge
and understanding of infectious diseases and their
treatments. 

As Dr. Hinthorn’s talk made clear, the influence
of these physicians was profound and extended
well beyond the walls of KUMC. Among them
was Dr. Chien Liu whose long and distinguished
career attained truly international significance
while he influenced countless students,
researchers, and clinicians along the way.
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In April, Alex Welborn, Head Archivist of the
KUMC Archives, presented “Dr. Simeon Bell and
the Founding of KUMC.” While the legacy of
Dr. Bell is well-known, the details of his life are
often unfamiliar, at least beyond his donation of
the Rosedale land where the history of our
institution would take shape. Alex has fostered a
fuller knowledge for many of us of Dr. Bell’s life
including his family relationships, entrepreneurial
ventures, and even his beleaguered existence with
guerillas during the Civil War. 

The history surrounding Goat Hill and the
Eleanor Taylor Bell Memorial Hospital seem
always to attract our attention, and for several
good reasons. Thanks to Alex we can perhaps

bring into better focus the local context of
KUMC’s founding amid a transformative
moment in American medical education.

Ryan Fagan, PhD
Research Associate

History of Science and Medicine
Fellowship
The Clendening partners with the Linda Hall
Library to fund the History of Science and
Medicine (HSM) Fellowship. Awarded on a
yearly cycle, the fellowship supports a scholar to
conduct research in both collections for one
month. Candidates are selected by an external
review committee of scholars. 

This year’s fellow is Dr. Yurii Vasyliev who serves
as Associate Professor in the Department of Public
Health at the AR Medical Institute, Sumy State
University (Ukraine). Dr. Vasyliev’s project is
titled, “The History of Medical Police and Its
Transformation into Social Hygiene and Public
Health.” In this context, the term “police” refers
to state intervention in health care and not to the
control and surveillance techniques associated
with the totalitarian regimes of the twentieth
century. The political and social dynamics
underpinning the idea of medical police,
especially as systematically developed in the
German territories, are intimately related to the
bureaucratic apparatus of the modern state that
emerged in Europe during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.As originally conceived, a
well-ordered police-state was one that rationally
and comprehensively coordinated its actions. The
aim being to maximize the state’s resources and
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Portrait of Dr. Simeon Bell, from the
Clendening Library’s Medical Portrait

Collection



   

capabilities in the guarantee of its own subsistence
and autonomy. As part of a larger, centralized
structure, state interventions in health care
extended to the preservation of the state itself.  

Dr. Vasyliev’s project endeavors to trace these
developments in Ukraine during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, a time when German
influence upon the Russian Empire was
significant. The idea of a medical police
transforms into more familiar notions of social
hygiene and public health with fascinating
historical strands and in a variety of national
contexts. While Dr. Vasyliev had initially planned
to be in Kansas City in August, the situation in
Ukraine prohibited him from making the trip.
Through the cooperation of both libraries, we
were happy to offer Dr. Vasyliev a virtual
fellowship, which will enable him to consult
digitized materials as he traces the development of
medical police, social hygiene, and public health
in Ukraine.

Ryan Fagan, PhD
Research Assosciate

Affiliate News
Draw connections between power, place and
health in County Health Rankings & Roadmaps’
exciting new series of their podcast, In Solidarity.
Dr. Erika Blacksher, the John B. Francis Chair of
Bioethics and affiliate professor for the
Department of History and Philosophy of
Medicine at the University of Kansas Medical
Center and Solange Gould, co-director of Human
Impact Partners, join hosts Ericka Burroughs-
Girardi and Beth Silver for a conversation on the 

connections between civic health and thriving
people and places. 
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Scan the QR code below to listen to all episodes.
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Historical Collections   

Special Collections Librarian Emma
Malinee
My name is Emma Malinee, and I’ve recently
joined the team at the Clendening History of
Medicine Library as the Special Collections
Librarian. I graduated from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison in the summer of 2023 with
a Master’s Degree in Library and Information
Studies, and I have a Bachelor of Arts in Women’s
and Gender Studies from the University of
Missouri. Throughout my time at UW-Madison,
I worked as a reference assistant at Ebling Library
for the Health Sciences, and completed a
practicum with their History of the Health
Sciences Librarian. Through that work, I
discovered my passion for the history of
medicine.
 
As the new Special Collections Librarian, I’m
currently working on getting to know the
collection that I’m hoping to work with for years
to come. Each day that I work to learn the scope
of our collection, I feel like I make a new
fascinating discovery. That moment of discovery
is something that I want to facilitate for each new
person that visits the library. 

One of the first big projects that I’m hoping to
undertake in my new position is the digitization
of library resources. There are so many hidden
gems within our collection that deserve to be
showcased in a digital format to promote research
and overall accessibility. I’ve started with the
Clendening’s classic collection of Florence
Nightingale letters, picking up from the previous
efforts to digitize the collection were left off to
finish scanning, transcribing, and compiling
metadata for each letter. I’m also working to
research various content management systems
that could potentially host our digital collections.
Once we’ve found the program that best fits the
needs of the library, the Nightingale letters will
be uploaded as soon as possible, with many more
digital collections soon to follow. 

Emma Malinee, MLIS
Special Collections Librarian   
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Three letters from the Florence Nightingale Collection.
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From the Museum Collection
Every so often, we get a call from a member of
the local media requesting information about the
medical history of Kansas City. Less often, we get
inquiries about specific artifacts. In July 2023 we
received one such request: the anesthesia outfit
donated by pioneering Kansas City
anesthesiologist Dr. Charles White.

In 2011, KUMC anesthesiologist Dr. Anthony
Kovac met then 105-year old Dr. Charles White
telling stories about his remarkable life to a circle
of colleagues at a meeting. Dr. Kovac encouraged
Dr. White to donate any medical artifacts from
his long and celebrated career to the Clendening
Library & Museum. This anesthesia outfit came to
us shortly afterwards.

Six-yoke “Australian Midget”
Anesthesia Outfit

refers to the design input of Perthite physician Dr.
Gilbert Troup. Variations of the Australian Model
were manufactured from approximately 1937 to
at least 1959, dating it to early in Dr. White’s
career. Dr. Kovac obtained modern oxygen and
helium cylinders to help give the impression of its
original size.

In June 2023, journalist David von Drehle
published a book on the life and philosophy of
Dr. White, who lived to the astonishing age of
109. A segment on Dr. White and The Book of
Charlie aired on July 11, 2023, and is still available
to view. This book, along with the anesthesia
machine, will be kept for posterity in the
Clendening collection.

Called the “Australian Midget”, this anesthesia
outfit was one of a line of portable anesthesia
machines designed by Foregger, which used this
now-antiquated word to emphasize the small size
and portability of the machines. “Australian” 

Cover art for The Book of Charlie:
Wisdom from the Remarkable

American Life of a 109-Year-Old
Man by David Von Drehle (New
York: Simon & Schuster, 2023).

Jamie Rees, MA
Manager of Historical Collections
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From the Archives   

A portion of the Trinity Hospital School of
Nursing donation. Several unpictured boxes of

artifacts will soon be cataloged into the Clendening
History of Medicine Museum.
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From the Archives
This summer, the KUMC Archives welcomed a
substantial donation from AcruxKC, formerly
known as the Baptist-Trinity Lutheran Legacy
Foundation, which contributed records from the
Trinity Lutheran Hospital School of Nursing.
The collection contains an assortment of records
from the defunct school and many of its nurse
alumnae, including photographs, programs,
memorabilia, and scrapbooks. The donation also
features several artifacts and nurse uniforms,
which will be preserved in the Clendening
History of Medicine Museum.

its three-year program by the time of the school’s
closure in 1972.

Trinity Lutheran Hospital became one of the first
private hospitals in Kansas City when it opened in
1906, then as the Swedish Hospital. The hospital’s
Training School for Nurses opened shortly after,
graduating its first class of five nurses in 1910. In
1921 Swedish Hospital was renamed to Trinity
Lutheran, and over the next fifty years,
approximately 900 women would graduate from 

Swedish Hospital and Training School, Kansas City, MO,
Sept. 8, 1914

Trinity Lutheran Hospital served Kansas City
until 2002 when it merged with Baptist Medical
Center to form Baptist-Lutheran Medical Center.
In 2003, HCA Healthcare purchased Baptist-
Lutheran Medical Center and effectively
shuttered the institution in 2006. Today,
AcruxKC honors the legacy of these two hospitals
through education, grantmaking, and scholarship
initiatives throughout the Kansas City
community.

The donation was several years in the making,
partly due to the pandemic, but also because
AcruxKC first wished to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the final graduating class with the
exhibit "Called to Care: Legacy of Trinity
Lutheran Hospital School of Nursing, 1906-
1972." The showcase was held at the downtown
Kansas City Public Library from September to
December of last year and featured many of the
records and artifacts now preserved within the
KUMC Archives and Clendening Museum.
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One of the Trinity Lutheran Hospital School of
Nursing Alumnae scrapbooks.

We are thrilled to receive the Trinity Lutheran
Hospital School of Nursing collection, which,
along with our own KU School of Nursing
records, chronicles the heritage of nurse
education in Kansas City. Please contact Alex
Welborn with questions about the Trinity
Lutheran Hospital School of Nursing collection
housed in the KUMC Archives.

The finding aid gives a descriptive overview of
the collection—which, among many things,
includes the history of the SRS and the scope
and content of the collection— and lists the
organization of the records. The finding aid is
available online on the archives webpage, or
scan the QR code below to check it out.

Alex Welborn, MLIS
Head Archivist

Scoliosis Research Society Collection
As one of the world’s premier spine societies, the
records of the Scoliosis Research Society (SRS) are
fascinating to work with, and I am so grateful for
the opportunities I have had while working on
this project. On my last update, I explained how I
processed the SRS collection and my progress in
arranging, preserving, and rehousing the records
(see photo for finished product). After I finished
arranging the collection, I created the finding aid,
which is used to increase the accessibility and
availability of archival collections. 

SRS physical records
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Second SRS Exhibit

I also invite you to come explore the new exhibits
on the SRS and scoliosis treatment history. While
processing this collection, I saw again and again
the SRS’s impact in spine deformity treatment and
how the SRS is linked to the extensive and
remarkable history of spine and orthopedic
surgery. I created three new exhibits to showcase
these themes and share what I have learned,
which you can find in the hallway between the
Archives and the Clendening Amphitheater.

The first display is dedicated solely to the Scoliosis
Research Society, and details its history, growth,
mission, and its archival collection. The second
exhibit is a short timeline that uses memories of
influential spine surgeons to track the
development of spine deformity treatment from
the 1930s to the 1980s (see photo for a sneak 

peek). The third exhibit displays the lives and
accomplishments of the thirty-seven founding
fellows of the SRS. This final display is still in the
process of going up, but it will be completed
soon.

Come visit the archives, see the exhibits, and
explore the development of the Scoliosis Research
Society and spine deformity treatment!

Katie Dold, MLS
SRS Project Archivist
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